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"As a null, Scarlett Bernard possesses a rare ability to counteract the supernatural by instantly neutralizing spells and magical forces. For
years she has used her gift to scrub crime scenes of any magical traces, helping the powerful paranormal communities of Los Angeles stay
hidden. But after LAPD detective Jesse Cruz discovered Scarlett's secret, he made a bargain with her: solve a particularly grisly murder case,
and he would stay silent about the city's unearthly underworld. Now two dead witches are found a few days before Christmas, and Scarlett is
once again strong-armed into assisting the investigation. She soon finds a connection between the murders and her own former mentor,
Olivia, a null who mysteriously turned into a vampire and who harbors her own sinister agenda. Now Scarlett must revisit her painful past to
find Olivia--unless the blood-drenched present claims her life first."--Back cover.
This #1 New York Times bestselling picture book parody is the perfect Halloween read! Goodnight tomb. Goodnight goon. Goodnight
Martians taking over the moon. It's bedtime in the cold gray tomb with a black lagoon, and two slimy claws, and a couple of jaws, and a skull
and a shoe and a pot full of goo. But as a little werewolf settles down, in comes the Goon determined at all costs to run amok and not let any
monster have his rest. A beloved classic gets a kind-hearted send up in this utterly monsterized parody; energetic art and a hilarious text will
have kids begging to read this again and again.
Celebrate the evolution of Fortnite and all the best moments from seasons one through nine in this official Epic Games' book, featuring the
authentic Fortnite holographic seal. Love Fortnite? Relive your favorite Fortnite memories here. Ever since it burst onto our screens in 2017,
Fortnite has been in a state of constant change. This official, collectable guide features all the most exciting highlights from seasons one
through nine including the volcano eruption, pirate invasions, the Cube, the Ice King, and so much more. Read on to revisit Battle Royale's
most momentous moments!
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. A love story, an adventure, and an epic of the
frontier, Larry McMurtry’s Pulitzer Prize–winning classic, Lonesome Dove, the third book in the Lonesome Dove tetralogy, is the grandest
novel ever written about the last defiant wilderness of America. Journey to the dusty little Texas town of Lonesome Dove and meet an
unforgettable assortment of heroes and outlaws, whores and ladies, Indians and settlers. Richly authentic, beautifully written, always
dramatic, Lonesome Dove is a book to make us laugh, weep, dream, and remember.
An all-new Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader featuring Nickelodeon's Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles--plus over 30 stickers!
Raphael, Leonardo, Donatello, and Michelangelo love battling bad guys . . . until an unstoppable force emerges from deep beneath New York
City. Have the Turtles finally met their match? This Step 3 Step into Reading leveled reader is perfect for children ages 5 to 7 who like
Nickelodeon's Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. Step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular
topics. For children who are ready to read on their own.
The Bureau of Preternatural Investigations returns in Switchback, the sequel to Melissa F. Olson's Nightshades. Three weeks after the events
of Nightshades, things are finally beginning to settle for the Chicago branch of the BPI, but the brief respite from the horror of the previous few
weeks was never destined to last. The team gets a call from Switch Creek, IL, where a young man has been arrested on suspicion of being a
shade. The suspect is held overnight, pending DNA testing, but seemingly escapes in a terrifying and bloody massacre. But is there more to
the jailbreak than a simple quest for freedom? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
A quirky, nostalgic send-up to the Oregon Trail computer game, featuring snarky and hard-earned life lessons from the trail. Pack your
wagons, find your ride-or-(literally) die friends, and roll up to Matt's General Store with a sack of cash--it's time to hit the Oregon Trail, twentyfirst-century style! ...And Then You Die of Dysentery is the perfect send-up to the sometimes frustrating, always entertaining, and universally
beloved Oregon Trail computer game. Featuring a four-color design in the game's iconic 8-bit format, alongside pop culture references
galore, the book offers 50 humorous, snarky lessons gleaned from the game's most iconic moments, including gems such as: --Suffering
from exhaustion is a real thing. (It's not just PR code for why a celebrity went to rehab.) --If you hunt too frequently in one area, game will
become scarce. (The first signs of gentrification!) --Invite your sweetie to cuddle with you while looking up at the stars. (The night sky was the
original Netflix & Chill. Step 1: Loosen up Orion's belt...) With its laugh-out-loud commentary and its absurdist nostalgia, ...And Then You Die
of Dysentery is the ultimate trip down memory lane ... all the way to the Willamette Valley.
RICHELLE DADD WAS SHOT IN THE HEART... NOW SHE'S PISSED. First in the mind-bending, spellbinding Dead Detective series,
starring homicide investigator, Richelle Dadd. Medical-school-dropout and police detective Richelle Dadd is...well, dead. But that won't stop
her from trying to hold on to her house in a divorce battle with a bitter husband. Or keep her from digging into her own murder, to discover
who put the bullet into her heart. And it certainly won't stand in the way of finding out the reason she's been reanimated as a zombie
assassin, no longer in control of her life. Richelle will face off against Gypsy shamans, double-crossing ghosts, a partner she can't trust, and
her own undead nature in a journey into the depths of the occult world and out the other side without losing her sense of humor?or
humanity?along the way. It's a good thing her deductive skills?and her aim?are still up to par. Includes a "Dead Detective" bonus short story!
The Civil War changed the United States in many ways—economic, political, and social. Of these changes, none was more important than
Emancipation. Besides freeing nearly four million slaves, it brought agricultural wage labor to a reluctant South and gave a vote to black adult
males in the former slave states. It also offered former slaves new opportunities in education, property ownership—and military service. From
late 1862 to the spring of 1865, as the Civil War raged on, the federal government accepted more than 180,000 black men as soldiers,
something it had never done before on such a scale. Known collectively as the United States Colored Troops and organized in segregated
regiments led by white officers, some of these soldiers guarded army posts along major rivers; others fought Confederate raiders to protect
Union supply trains, and still others took part in major operations like the Siege of Petersburg and the Battle of Nashville. After the war, many
of the black regiments took up posts in the former Confederacy to enforce federal Reconstruction policy. Freedom by the Sword tells the story
of these soldiers' recruitment, organization, and service. Thanks to its broad focus on every theater of the war and its concentration on what
black soldiers actually contributed to Union victory, this volume stands alone among histories of the U.S. Colored Troops.

Catskinner's Book is a science fiction/urban fantasy novel set in a surreal world unlike any that you have seen before. James
Ozryck has a monster in his head. All of his life the entity that he calls Catskinner has made him a fugitive, afraid to get too close
to anyone, afraid to stay in one place for too long. Catskinner kills, without compassion and without warning, and is very good at it.
Now James has learned that Catskinner is not the only monster in the world, a world that has suddenly become a far stranger and
more dangerous place than he imagined. In order to survive he will have to become something more than a monster, he will have
to learn what it means to be human.
First in the USA-Today bestselling Leigh Koslow Mystery Series! "A funny, fast-paced, clever, and unusual mystery that will have
readers clamoring for more. Sheer delight."--Carolyn Hart The truth about what happened in 1949 went to Paul Fischer's grave...
Too bad his body didn't! Advertising copywriter Leigh Koslow doesn't pack heat -- just a few extra pounds. And she doesn't go
looking for trouble. When she moved into her cousin Cara's refurbished Victorian house, she wasn't planning on discovering a
corpse -- certainly not one that had been embalmed ten years before. But as anyone in the small Pittsburgh borough of Avalon
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could tell her, her cousin's house has a history attached. A history dating back to two mysterious deaths in the summer of 1949.
Someone wants Leigh and Cara out of the house -- someone who has something to hide. But that someone doesn't know Leigh's
impetuous cousin, and when Cara digs her heels in, Leigh looks to her old college chum, local policewoman Maura Polanski, for
help. But the answers the trio find only point to more questions. Were the scandalous deaths of fifty years ago really an accident
and a suicide? Or were they murder? The nearer the women get to the truth, the more desperate someone becomes. Because
some secrets are better off kept. Especially when they hit close to home! "A thoroughly delightful debut. Bright, breezy, and witty. I
couldn't put it down." --Tamar Myers Originally published in mass market paperback by NAL/Penguin, Putnam, Inc. in 1999.
The new Bakugan game comes in two different versions: core and pro. This in-depth, 128-page guidebook will introduce kids to
both versions of the game, explaining all the rules, plus tips and tricks of the trade. The Gaming Guide will also include
suggestions for awesome, head-to-head Bakugan battles. It's the ultimate guide to the brand-new Bakugan game!
Chronicled through the diverse voices of the Cherokee, white soldiers, evangelists, leaders, and others, a historical novel captures
the devastating uprooting of the Cherokee from their lands in 1838 and their forced march westward
During the Witching Hour, anything is possible…. Escape into a collection of ten magical worlds from NY Times, USA Today, and
national bestselling authors! Witches and wizards roam the pages, along with psychics, fae, vampires, shifters, and more. This
boxed set weaves a spell that will enchant you from the very first page! The Witching Hour boxed set includes these ten full-length,
first-in-series paranormal romance and urban fantasy novels: HIDDEN GIFTS - Christine Pope SACRIFICE ME, SEASON ONE Sarra Cannon MAGIC IN THE BLOOD - Kat Parrish ELEMENTAL ARCANE - Phaedra Weldon SWEET DESIRE - Stacy Claflin
CRESCENT CALLING - Nicole R. Taylor BLOODSICK - Melissa F. Olson WITCH WAYS - Katie Tate SHADES OF MAGICK Julia Crane CAGED WOLF - SM Reine
The Yearling' is a young adults novel written by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. It was published in March 1938. It won the Pulitzer
Prize to the author in 1939.
Melissa F. Olson's thrilling FBI vampire procedural Nightshades series concludes with Outbreak The Chicago field office of the
Bureau of Preternatural Investigation is facing its deadliest challenge, yet—internal investigation! Alex and Lindy are on the hook,
and on the run. But when all of the BPI’s captive vampires are broken free from their maximum security prison, and Hector finally
steps out of the shadows, Alex must use every trick to stay ahead of both the BPI and the world’s most dangerous shade.
Confrontation is inevitable. Success is not. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
When you are old enough to finally become an Earth Mars citizen, everything should be perfect. Right? Not for Liam Hoffen. He's
stuck on a mining asteroid called Colony 40, helping his father work a claim that is never going to pay out. His best friend, Nick
James is set for life in James' Rental business and Liam just discovered that the girl he's known forever thinks he's pretty great
and now she's leaving for the Mars Naval Academy.Liam dreams of sailing the stars. Whenever he gets the chance, he jets into
space and floats, wishing to be free of the asteroid that has claimed him. What he doesn't realize is that fate is about to change
everything. Sometimes you have to lose parts of yourself to gain the stars, and Liam discovers that while it isn't easy to literally
lose parts of yourself to the pirates who attacked your home, gaining the stars is worth everything.He and Nick are about to find
out what the real world has to offer and they end up meeting exciting people along the way.
Actions have consequences—a lesson Scarlett Bernard is learning the hard way. As a “null,” Scarlett has always been able to
negate the powers of the supernatural beings that surround her. But now her reckless decision to permanently change Eli from a
werewolf to a human has left the Los Angeles werewolf pack in shambles, and upset the balance of power among the city's
supernatural factions. To make matters worse, Scarlett's employers discover that a newly changed werewolf is running amok in
the city. To catch the rogue werewolf, Scarlett will need help from both Eli and Detective Jesse Cruz of the LAPD…a situation that
will force her to finally choose between them. However, Scarlett and her friends aren't the only ones on the hunt—someone else is
chasing the wolf. Someone with no reservations about collateral damage. Now Scarlett and her allies must stop both the rogue
wolf and the deadly hunter before the full moon rises and all hell breaks loose. Filled with the same suspense and wit readers
loved in Dead Spots and Trail of Dead, this may be Scarlett Bernard's most harrowing adventure yet…

Taylor is a rebellious teenager with a habit of sneaking out to hang with his anti-war friends, so in January 1968 his
mother drags him off to Saigon where his father is attached to the United States embassy; bored (and still rebellious)
Taylor sneaks out of the embassy to watch the Tet celebrations, just as the war erupts all over Vietnam and there he is
captured by the North Vietnamese Army and sent North as a prisoner and hostage--and during the brutal journey Taylor
is forced to confront the realities of war and survival for the first time in his sheltered life.
Joarr Enge never believed in the powers of the chalice he was tasked to guard--but he sure as hell wasn't going to let the
captivating witch who'd robbed him escape. Now, a century after her betrayal, Joarr commandeered Amma's body and
blocked her magic. She would spend every moment by his side until the chalice could be found. Amma had risked
everything to uncover the secrets in her past--even the rage of her powerful and mysterious dragon lover. But as Joarr's
passionate fire tempted her to dream of a future with him, could their magic unite two separate worlds for the most
precious thing of all...their son?
Three months after returning Magician Emery Thane's heart to his body, Ceony Twill is well on her way to becoming a
Folder. Unfortunately, not all of Ceony's thoughts have been focused on paper magic. Though she was promised
romance by a fortuity box, Ceony still hasn't broken the teacher-student barrier with Emery, despite their growing
closeness. When a magician with a penchant for revenge believes that Ceony possesses a secret, he vows to discover it
...even if it tears apart the very fabric of their magical world. After a series of attacks target Ceony and catch those she
holds most dear in the crossfire, Ceony knows she must find the true limits of her powers ...and keep her knowledge from
falling into wayward hands.
In 2007 English Heritage commissioned initial research into links with transatlantic slavery or its abolition amongst
families who owned properties now in its care. This was part of the commitment by English Heritage to commemorate the
bicentenary of the abolition of the British transatlantic slave trade with work that would make a real difference to our
understanding of the historic environment in the longer term. The research findings and those of other scholars and
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heritage practitioners were presented at the 'Slavery and the British Country House' conference which brought together
academics, heritage professionals, country house owners and community researchers from across Britain to explore how
country houses might be reconsidered in the light of their slavery linkages and how such links have been and might be
presented to visitors. Since then the conference papers have been updated and reworked into a cutting edge volume
which represents the most current and comprehensive consideration of slavery and the British country house as yet
undertaken.
A new novel by the USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author of The Breathing Series . . . What if you had a
second chance to meet someone for the first time? Cal Logan is shocked to see Nicole Bentley sitting across from him at
a coffee shop thousands of miles from their hometown. After all, no one has seen or heard from her since they graduated
over a year ago. Except this girl isn't Nicole. She looks exactly like Cal's shy childhood crush, but her name is Nyelle
Preston and she has no idea who he is. This girl is impulsive and daring, her passion for life infectious. The complete
opposite of Nicole. Cal finds himself utterly fascinated-and falling hard. But Nyelle is also extremely secretive. And the
closer he comes to finding out what she's hiding, the less he wants to know. When the secrets from the past and present
collide, one thing becomes clear: Nothing is what it seems. NEW BONUS epilogue, author interview, book club guide and
more.
Sara Kendall and Kieran Foy become trapped in the midst of the eternal battle between good and evil, in a tale of magic
and romance that moves from ancient Wales to modern Canada
Are you ready to party with Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol? DJ Rubble is hosting a celebration, but when the guest of honor,
Chickaletta, goes missing, it's up to the pups from Adventure Bay to save the day. Boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will love this
exciting storybook! Get on the case with Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol! Chase, Marshall, Rubble, Skye, and the rest of the
puppy heroes are on a mission to save their friends and protect the community of Adventure Bay using their paw-some
vehicles, tools, and teamwork. This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio narration.
Learning the importance of kindness is as easy as A-B-C with this sweet board book that fosters social emotional
development. A is for all of us be everyone's friend. B is for believing things will turn out well in the end. C is for being
caring in everything you do. D is for dear ones who mean the world to you. Learn your ABCs while learning to be kind to
everyone you meet with this irresistibly illustrated board book that's perfect for Valentine's Day and all year round! Learn
to love and love to learn! Complete the series with 123s of Thankfulness and Happiness is a Rainbow!
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may also include a folder with sign out sheets.
The Twilight of Imperial RussiaPickle Partners Publishing
Annie and Matthew Baker have been trying to conceive for years. Will they ever be blessed with a child? Annie and Matthew are happy with
their lives, but part of them is unfulfilled. On the eve of a blizzard, Annie is surprised to find a strange woman on her doorstep. She invites
them in, and mystery unfolds.The woman has a baby and is running from a danger to the child. Annie knows they must help, but Matthew
wants to tell the authorities. They soon discover the woman has fled, leaving the baby in their care. Annie and Matthew must decide what to
do once the storm lifts. Should they keep the child as their own or try and find how to return the baby to an unsafe home? Find out their
decision and the repercussions of that decision in Bestselling Author Sarah Miller's A Spring Baby Dilemma.More by Sarah Miller:42
Christmas Brides and Sweet Kisses40 Sweet Inspirational RomancesHealing Hearts for ChristmasHome for ChristmasThe Baby in the
BasketThe Amish HealerKeeping the Faith The Baby and the Broken HeartBrighter DaysLove Will OvercomeBlind LoveThe Most Important
LoveA Quiet Amish LoveBaby Lisa and the Amish Second ChanceThe Amish HomeAmish HealingA Miracle Baby for the Amish MidwifeThe
Amish Grandson a sweet Christmas romanceHidden by the Amish a sweet Christmas romanceA Christmas Baby MiracleAmish Life and
LoveAmish Hearts ReturnAmish Love and Faith The Scarred Amish BrideAnd many more, why not Follow Sarah on Amazon?
Meet Arcadia Bell: bartender, renegade magician, fugitive from the law. . . . Being the spawn of two infamous occultists (and alleged
murderers) isn’t easy, but freewheeling magician Arcadia “Cady” Bell knows how to make the best of a crummy situation. After hiding out for
seven years, she’s carved an incognito niche for herself slinging drinks at the demon-friendly Tambuku Tiki Lounge. But she receives an
ultimatum when unexpected surveillance footage of her notorious parents surfaces: either prove their innocence or surrender herself.
Unfortunately, the only witness to the crimes was an elusive Æthyric demon, and Cady has no idea how to find it. She teams up with Lon
Butler, an enigmatic demonologist with a special talent for sexual spells and an arcane library of priceless stolen grimoires. Their research
soon escalates into a storm of conflict involving missing police evidence, the decadent Hellfire Club, a ruthless bounty hunter, and a powerful
occult society that operates way outside the law. If Cady can’t clear her family name soon, she’ll be forced to sacrifice her own life . . . and
no amount of running will save her this time.
An exploration of the possibilities of hypertext fiction as art form and entertainment
Perfect for nervous/excited kids about to go to kindergarten (and their parents!). This engaging adaptation of “The Twelve Days of
Christmas” convinces parents and children alike that there is no place cooler than a kindergarten classroom. On the first day of kindergarten,
there’s so much to do! From making new friends to jumping rope in gym to riding the bus to school, there are lots of exciting firsts to look
forward to. Even though saying good-bye to Mom and Dad is hard, when the school bus pulls up, it’s time to begin kindergarten fun. Share at
home along with such books as Clover Kitty Goes to Kittygarten and Kindergarten, Here I Come! Tish Rabe is a seasoned children’s book
author with over 160 titles, including ones for Sesame Street and Curious George, under her belt. Like Natasha Wing with The Night Before
Christmas, Rabe puts a novel spin on a first-day-of-school classic with On the First Day of Kindergarten. And don't miss the follow-up: On the
First Day of First Grade!
"The StoryBots want to tell you about their favorite planet. Which one is it? Earth, of course"--Page [4] of cover.
Years ago, boundary witch Allison "Lex" Luther made a promise to an alpha werewolf. Now, just when the supernatural community in
Colorado is enjoying a period of hard-won peace, the alpha turns up at Lex's door to call in his marker. Two of his pack members have
disappeared in the Colorado sand dunes, and he needs safe passage to hunt for them. With her friend Simon Pellar along for backup, Lex
ventures into the dunes to search for the missing couple...but what they find is only the opening move in an ambitious assault against those
who hold power in the Colorado Old World. An old enemy has returned to tear their peace apart, and Lex is soon embroiled in politics she
doesn't understand, from a time before she had magic. To save her friends and her way of life, Lex will have to cross every line she's drawn
since learning what she is--and it may still be too late.
The sixth Merrily Watkins mystery finds her daughter embarking on a first job, and running into a dark local legend A crumbling hotel on the
border of England and Wales, a suggestion of inherited evil, a strange love affair, and the long-disputed origins of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
The Hound of the Baskervilles. Fascinating for young Jane Watkins, flushed by the freedom of her first weekend job. But the sinister side
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becomes increasingly apparent to her mother, Merrily, diocesan exorcist for Hereford. Then come memories of a child-killer, blood in the
fresh snow.
To escape a lifetime of poverty, mercenary Sir Benedict Palmer agrees to one final, lucrative job: help King Henry II's knights seize the traitor
Archbishop Thomas Becket at Canterbury Cathedral. But what begins as a clandestine arrest ends in cold-blooded murder. And when
Fitzurse, the knights' ringleader, kidnaps Theodosia, a beautiful young nun who witnessed the crime, Palmer can sit silently by no longer. For
not only is Theodosia's virtue at stake, so too is the secret she unknowingly carries—a secret he knows Fitzurse will torture out of her. Now
Palmer and Theodosia are on the run, strangers from different worlds forced to rely only on each other as they race to uncover the hidden
motive behind Becket's grisly murder—and the shocking truth that could destroy a kingdom.

Case File: The First Unsittable Summary: The Association Linking Intergalatics and Earthlings (hereby known as
A.L.I.E.N.) has a new member. After months of investigation, Gabby Duran, Associate 4118-25125A, has proven herself
to be a babysitter extraordinaire. Her celebrity clients fly her around the country to care for their rambunctious little
humans. Our spy, Associate 4118-23432B, otherwise known as Edwina, believes Gabby can be trusted with the truth:
aliens are living among humans on Earth. And here at A.L.I.E.N we believe that even extraterrestrials need a babysitter
now and then. No one was up to the task...until now. After accepting the top-secret position, Edwina has paired our new
associate up with her first charge, a little girl from the planet Flarknartia. The timing for associate 4118-25125A is less
than ideal. It's a school day on Planet Earth, Gabby's audition for the solo part in the band is tonight, and this tiny alien is
a bit more than meets the eye. Can Gabby Duran, Associate 4118-25125A, First Sitter to the Unsittables, keep her
otherworldly charge safe in the unpredictable halls of middle-school and keep A.L.I.E.N hidden?
Alex McKenna is the new Special Agent in Charge of the Chicago office of the Bureau of Paranormal Investigations—the
division tasked with investigating crimes involving shades. Or vampires, as they’re more widely known. Children have
been going missing, and agents are routinely being slaughtered. It’s up to McKenna, and some unlikely allies, to get to
the bottom of the problem, and find the kids before it’s too late. Nightshades is a new gritty urban fantasy from Melissa F.
Olson. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The fateful twenty-three years following the accession of the last of the Romanov Tsars formed the prologue to the
Russian Revolution, and foreshadowed the motives and mental attitudes of Russian policy today. Richard Charques’s
detailed, vivid, and objective account of the reign of Nicholas II is based upon a wide study of Russian and other sources.
It is given particular force and liveliness by the portrait gallery of the leading figures of the period; Nicholas II, the Tsaritsa
Alexandra, Constantine Pobedonostsev, Sergius Witte, Lenin, Trotsky, Premier Stolypin, Miluikov, and Rasputin.
“Striking phrases, fine judgments, flashes of deep perception, flicker through these pages, illuminating the sad, sombre
story, which Mr. Charques is not afraid to extend, by implication, into the present.”—Observer (London) “Informative and
well written, and the story of the last phase of the Romanovs is...movingly told.”—New Statesman (London) “Mr.
Charques writes with great lucidity and elegance; he has also unusual discernment, a healthy sense of historical reality,
and a penetrating mind...Scrupulously fair.”—Times Educational Supplement (London) “An uncommonly good book about
the decline and fall of the Russian empire—lucid, incisive, well balanced, and extremely well written.”—Chicago Sunday
Tribune
#1 New York Times bestseller Kresley Cole follows the royal bloodline of Dacia, a mysterious vampire kingdom within
The Lore—Cole’s world of mythological creatures—in this next installment of her award-winning Immortals After Dark
series. Shadow’s Claim features Prince Trehan, a ruthless master assassin who will do anything to possess Bettina, his
beautiful sorceress mate, even compete for her hand in a blood-sport tournament—to the death. Trehan Daciano, known
as the Prince of Shadows, has spent his life serving his people—striking in the night, quietly executing any threat to their
realm. The coldly disciplined swordsman has never desired anything for himself—until he beholds Bettina, the sheltered
ward of two of the Lore’s most fearsome villains. Desperate to earn her guardians’ approval after a life-shattering
mistake, young Bettina has no choice but to marry whichever suitor prevails—even though she’s lost her heart to another.
Yet one lethal competitor, a mysterious cloaked swordsman, invades her dreams, tempting her with forbidden pleasure.
Even if Trehan can survive the punishing contests to claim her as his wife, the true battle for Bettina’s heart is yet to
come. And unleashing a millennium’s worth of savage need will either frighten his Bride away—or stoke Bettina’s own
desires to a fever pitch...
Amazon #1 Bestselling Ghost Story A Top 5 Bestseller in Horror A Top 20 Bestseller in Thriller and Suspense
Recommended on USA Today! Read the Bestselling Novel That Has Critics Raving: "I am happy to cheer Mr. Blackwell
on as he draws us into his supernatural thriller, The Sanheim Chronicles."--Mark Metcalf, Actor (The Master, Buffy the
Vampire Slayer) "In this edge-of-your-seat thriller, Rob Blackwell introduces the reader to fear in an innovative way: right
from the start. A Soul to Steal is simply scary. With the combination of an ancient Celtic myth and the legend of the
Headless Horseman, Blackwell's story is a leave-the-light-on kind of page turner...If you like suspenseful thrillers, check
out A Soul to Steal."-- Indie Reader [Featured on USA Today Books]"Blackwell has woven a Celtic myth, The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow, and a serial killer's rampage into a great novel...When everything came together and all the pieces finally
fell into place I was completely shocked. The ending was fantastic."--Vanessa The Jeep Diva [Book Blog]"This is a
classic `whodunit', where the protagonist and the reader are trying to work out who the murderer is before it's too late. It
comes complete with red herrings and potential suspects, and a twist that I was not suspecting. Let's just say that all my
guesses for the killer were all wrong, and I did not see the true one coming."-- The Masquerade Crew [Book Blog] "It was
hard for me to believe that A Soul to Steal is Rob Blackwell's first novel. I loved how he took just a little bit of the
Headless Horseman story and interwove it with his own to make this unique thriller. Anyone could enjoy this book."
--Bending the Spine [Book Blog]You Are What You Fear A serial killer on the loose, two reporters in his sights, and a
legendary ghost haunting the town...Something is stalking the citizens of Loudoun County, Va. Is it the return of the
notorious serial killer known as Lord Halloween? Or is it something worse--a figure that can cloak itself as your worst
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nightmare?Kate and Quinn, two community journalists, rush to uncover the truth before a promised bloodbath on
Halloween night. The debut novel from award-winning journalist Rob Blackwell, A Soul to Steal balances mystery,
suspense, romance, action and the paranormal, building to a gripping and unforgettable conclusion. Fans of Stephen
King, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Stephenie Meyer and Jim Butcher will find A Soul to Steal an addictive page-turner. A
Soul to Steal is the first book in an amazing new trilogy, The Sanheim Chronicles. See What Critics Are Saying: "You
have the paranormal, murder, mystery/thriller, suspense and a little romance all rolled into one great read...Everything
comes together incredibly well at the end. The ending of this book was amazing. I highly recommend this book."
--Paranormal Romance and Urban Fantasy Book Lovers [Book Blog]"This is one of those novels that manages to blend
many different genres into a satisfying read. This is predominately a supernatural thriller, but Blackwell also manages to
have a romantic narrative in the story as well which doesn't feel forced or false." -- Ginger Nuts of Horror [Book Blog]"This
story is so much more than a who-done-it type book. There are some other paranormal things going on here and no one
is sure how, or if, they are related to Lord Halloween. The story is carefully unfolded, bringing some good old fashioned
page-turning suspense."--Alaskan Bookie [Book Blog]"It was also interesting to explore how debilitating fear can be and
how people react to it with fight or flight, how fear freezes you to the spot when you know you have to hurry and get away
from the killer. I'm vague on purpose, peeps. I don't want to give you any spoilers. I just want you to read this book. It's
really, really good."--Nocturnal Book Reviews [Book Blog]
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